BOOK NEWS - 30 May 2010
RECENT HAPPENINGS
1. A revised web page www.w6hht.com announcing forthcoming availability of HBR Enhancement
Memoranda is now in service.
2. The Errata sheet has been reissued as a separate file in all future CD production commencing with the
April production run. Version 2 can be identified by its designation on the lower right-hand position of the
CD label. If you purchased a CD subsequent to April, and it does not show this designation, you have the
Version 1 CD and require the paper-based Errata provided by this web page.
3. From time to time I will be posting on the GlowBugs reflector brief notices directing book
owners/buyers to detailed information added to this web page. I no longer post to the HBR Reflector.
ONGOING ISSUES
4. If you find a significant typo, factual mistake, arithmetic error, or lack of clarity in "Recollections", I
would like to know about it. Readers are reminded that the book title of "Recollections" means exactly
that - memories in my mind from events occurring half a century ago. There are (and will continue to be)
instances where my memory failed me, my mathematics were wrong, or I reached a conclusion that
doesn't seem logical to the reader. All of these issues deserve attention (in some case followed by
correction when I feel it appropriate), and those corrections will be posted right here on a continuing
basis. Since the corrections are published here first, and only subsequently included on new CDs,
readers are encouraged to check in here frequently to "pick up the latest".
5. If you are running an older computer, Windows 98, or are pushing your computer memory a bit, it will
help considerably if you run Disk Cleanup and Disk Defragmenter before you load "Recollections". I have
encountered new CDs that would "not properly load" on my Windows 98 platform, but did so just fine (and
in a reasonable time) after I ran the two utilities and/or gently wiped the fingerprints off the CD face. If
you choose to clean the CD's face, be aware that the label ink is water-soluble and be careful about what
you get wet and what you keep dry.
6. No hardware/software incompatibilities have been reported by any buyer, nor has any buyer indicated
compatibility problems with Apple configurations.
7. Buyers must supply their own PDF reader software (nominally Adobe Reader 5.0 or better) compatible
with their software operating system. Adobe Reader 4.0 will not support the book.
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